It's the First Day of Kindergarten...

And Miss Bindergarten has to get the classroom ready for her twenty-six new students. She puts the books on the bookshelf, organizes the toys, and hangs the alphabet chart. Meanwhile, Adam Krupp wakes up. Brenda Heath brushes her teeth, and Christopher Becker finds his sneaker. Miss Bindergarten hangs the mobiles, puts an apple at each student’s place at the table, and the room is ready—just in time! Wanda Chin marches in. Xavier Rose yells “yello!”, Wanda Pround blows around, and Zach Blair finds his chair. Now the fun can begin!

"Multifaceted and appealing, this book can be enjoyed in many ways, at home and at school.”
—The New York Times Book Review

Joseph Slate and Ashley Wolff have also collaborated on Miss Bindergarten Celebrates the 100th Day of Kindergarten. Miss Bindergarten Stays Home from Kindergarten.